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	Realtime Web Apps: With HTML5 WebSocket, PHP, and jQuery is a guide for beginner- to intermediate-level web developers looking to take the next leap forward in website and app development: realtime.

	

	With Realtime Web Apps, you'll be able to quickly get up to speed on what HTML5 WebSocket does, how it is going to affect the future of the web as we know it, and--thanks to Pusher's simple API--start developing your first realtime app today.

	

	Only lightly touching on the heavy theory and instead focusing on a practical approach, Realtime Web Apps will guide you through building your first app using HTML5, CSS3, jQuery, and Pusher. After your initial introduction to the technologies used in the book, you'll immediately jump into the process of creating a realtime Q&A app that will work on desktop browsers as well as mobile phones (including iOS and Android).

	

	In addition to learning realtime development strategies, you'll also learn progressive development strategies including responsive CSS3 layouts, AJAX development with jQuery, and more.

	

	The future of the web is realtime. Grab your hoverboard.

	
		Introduces you to the revolutionary capabilities of the HTML5 WebSocket API
	
		Gets you started with WebSocket immediately using the super-simple Pusher API
	
		Walks you through the development of a real-life realtime web app
	
		Gets you working with responsive layouts, jQuery, and AJAX development



	What you'll learn

	
		Familiarize yourself with what "realtime" means and how it changes the web as we know it.
	
		Learn how to utilize responsive web design and jQuery to create a single web app instead of multiple platform-specific applications.
	
		Get up and running with the Pusher API to start developing realtime apps today.
	
		Build a web app back-end with PHP and MySQL.
	
		Integrate AJAX and realtime interactivity into your web app.
	
		Use OAuth 2.0 to allow users to log in to your app (including Facebook and Twitter OAuth).



	Who this book is for


	Realtime Web Apps: With HTML5 WebSocket, PHP, and jQuery is for the beginning- to intermediate-level web developer who is ready to usher in the next era of web apps. It's for those whose time is precious, but have a need to implement realtime functionality into their projects. Realtime Web Apps is written for--and by--geeks who love to expand their skillset but don't have weeks to dedicate to learning how to implement new technology. It's the perfect tool for busy web professionals who need to get up to speed with the latest the web has to offer quickly and in such a way that it's immediately applicable to their projects.
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Competency-Based Human Resource ManagementDavies-Black Publishing, 2004
Filled with practical tools and aids to help HR professionals, this book explains how to reinvent the human resource department so that job competencies--rather than job descriptions--become the foundation for all HR efforts.

 Force-fitting employees into a "job box" shortchanges both the employees and the organization,...
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MEMS Mechanical SensorsArtech House Publishers, 2004
               With this practical guide to design tools and packaging, professionals and academics can create the sensors they need for a complete range of next generation applications. 

           Here's the book to keep handy when you have to overcome obstacles in design, simulation,...
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How to Build a Successful Blog BusinessRockable Press, 2011

	How to Build a Successful Blog Business is a straight forward guide to building a publishing business online that covers everything from choosing a niche to hiring staff, registering a business to selling it, finding traffic to monetizing it. Whether you are interested in creating an additional income stream or building a fully-fledged...
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Information Technology and Organizational Transformation: Solving the Management PuzzleButterworth-Heinemann, 2004
This text is designed to help managers who have to deal with a complex environment, and who are often presented with "ready-made" solutions as to how to best organize their firm, to best use information technology. 

Information Technology and Organizational Transformation presents a simple and attractive...
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Hepatitis Delta Virus (Current Topics in Microbiology and Immunology)Springer, 2006

	Hepatitis delta virus (HDV), which causes severe acute and chronic liver disease, was discovered nearly 30 years ago following the detection of a novel antigen-antibody system in hepatitis B virus carriers. HDV has continued to surprise and fascinate medical science ever since. This volume reviews recent developments in HDV research, from...
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30 Arduino Projects for the Evil GeniusMcGraw-Hill, 2010

	30 Ways to Have Some Computer-Controlled Evil Fun!


	This wickedly inventive guide shows you how to program and build a variety of projects with the Arduino microcontroller development system. Covering Windows, Mac, and Linux platforms, 30 Arduino Projects for the Evil Genius gets you up to speed with the simplified C...
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